
Chapter 22

Geometry of Numbers

1. The Motivating Problem; Quadratic Forms

The geometry of numbers deals with the use of geometric notions, especially
convexity and lattice, to solve problems in number theory, usually via the

solutions of inequalities in integers. Its genesis lies in the problem of
minimizing the values of a quadratic form for integer values of the variables.

After Gauss, the study of binary quadratic forms was generalized in two
directions — first to algebraic number theory (chapters 15-17) and then to
general quadratic fonns in any number of variables. The theory of general

quadratic forms begins by generalizing such notions as representations of

integers, equivalence under groups of matrices and reduction theory from

the binary case (chapters 12, 13) to the general case. Among the pioneers

in these studies were Jacobi, Dirichlet, Eisenstein, Hermite, H. J. S. Smith,

H. Minkowski and C. L. Siegel. The theory is active to the present day
and is deeply tied to both algebraic theories, e.g., the theory of arithmetic
subgroups of Lie groups, and to analytic studies such as the theory of

modular functions. Scharlau and Opolka [Sch - Opo] provide a brief and
moderately elementary survey from a modem point of view and Borevich
and Shafarevich [B or - Sha] is a good systematic introduction.

Here we will only be concerned with inequalities involving quadratic
forms, since trying to solve them led Minkowski to create the geometry of
numbers. We wiU concentrate on positive definite quadratic forms in n

variables, i.e., the forms

Q(x) = Y.2^ aijXiXj ,
(,J=1

(D
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where x = (x\,..., Xn),a^j € R, ay =aji, and gOQ > OforaUx 7^ 0 =

(0,..., 0). D = det(ay) is called the determinant of the form.

Hermite asked the question raised earlier: given such a form, how small
can we make its value for integer values of the variables which are not all

zero? A point g = (.gi,..., gn) G R", with all g, e Z, will be called an

integer point. The set Z" of integer points is called the integer lattice.

Thus we are studying the values of the forms on Z" and later we will show,
from the geometry, that a positive definite form defined on Z" — {0} actually
achieves its minimum value at one of these points. Hermite generalized

Lagrange's reduction theory for two variables to prove the following:

Theorem: ( ~ 1845) Let Q be a positive definite quadratic form in n
variables with determinant D. Then there exists a non-zero integer point

g, such that
'4'

Q(gl, ••• ,gn) < I -

n-1

~rD.

Hermite realized that many important parts of the theory depend on his
theorem (see his letter of 1845 to Jacobi — translated in [Sch - Opo]). Thus,
for example, he and Eisenstein used it to prove that the number of equiv-

alence classes of positive definite forms in n variables with determinant
D, under the action of Gln(Z), is finite. These results were proved using

arithmetic methods and tools of matrix theory (but without the powerful
modem notation of matrices).

Later in the century Hermann Minkowski (1864-1909) and H. J. S.
'Smith carded fhe theory much further. There is an interesting story about

this latter work as related by C. Reid in her biography of Hilbert [Rei, C].

"Although Minkowski was still only 17 years old, he was involved in
a deep work with which he hoped to win the Grand Priz des Sciences
Mathematiques of the Paris Academy.

The Academy had proposed the problem of the representation of a
number as the sum of five squares. Minkowski's investigations, however,
had led him far beyond the stated problem. By time the deadline of June
1,1882 arrived, he still had not had his work translated into French as the
rules of the competition requu-ed. Nevertheless, he decided to submit it.
At the last minute, at the suggestion of his older brother Max, he wrote a
short prefatory note in which he explained that his neglect had been due
to the attractions of his subject and expressed the hope that the Academy
would not think "I would have given more if I had given less." .. .
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Then, in the spring of 1883, came the announcement that this boy,
still only 18 years old, had been awarded jointly with the well-known
English mathematician Henry Smith the Grand Priz des Sciences Math-
ematiques. ...

For a while it seemed, though, that Minkowski might not actually
receive his prize. The French newspapers pointed out that the rules of
the competition had specifically stated that all entnes must be in French.
The English mathematicians let it be known that they considered it a re-
flection upon their distinguished countryman, who had since died, that
he should be made to share a mathematical prize with a boy. ("It is cu-
nous to contemplate at a distance," an English mathematician remarked

some forty years later, " the stonn of indignation which convulsed the
mathematical circles of England when Smith, bracketed after his death
with the then unknown German mathematician, received a greater honor

than any that had been paid to him in life") In spite of the pressures upon
them, the members of the prize committee never faltered. From Paris,
Camille Jordan wrote to Minkowski: " Work, I pray you, to become a
great mathematician." "

Minkowski's close friend Hilbert also wrote about this work

"The seventeen year old student attacked this topic with all his energy
and solved it brilliantly, developing, far beyond the original question, a
general theory of quadratic forms, specifically their division in orders
and genera, even for arbitrary rank. It is remarkable how well versed
Minkowski was in the theory of elementary divisors, and in branscen-
dental tools, such as Dirichlet series and Gauss sums."

(trans. from [Sch -Opo])

Minkowski continued to work on these ideas and on November 6,1889,he
wrote to Hilbert

" Perhaps you or Hurwitz are interested in the following fheorem (which
I can prove in half a page): in a positive definite form of determinant D
with n(^ 2), one can always assign such values to the variables that the

form is < nD? "

(trans. from [Sch - Opo])

This theorem was based on geometric reasoning and it revolutionized the

subject. We now explain these ideas, first systematically presented in

Minkowski's fundamental book [Min 1].
Unless otherwise stated, all quadratic forms are assumed to be positive

definite.

2. Minkowski's Fundamental Theorem

We will not hesitate to assume various geometric properties which are
intuitively clear (the reader may first want to think about the cases n = 2 or

3). A set S in R" is symmetric with respect to the origin (or has center
at 0 or is centered at the origin) if x € S implies that —x e S. The volume
of S will be denoted by V(S) (we are only dealing with nice sets where all
the reasonable definitions of volume coincide).

Minkowski reformulated the problem of minimizing fonns in a geo-
metric language. For any positive definite quadratic form and positive real

number X, the set

Q^=={(.xi,...,Xn)eRn\Q(xi,...,Xn) <X}

is a set in R". Since for n = 2 the sets are ellipses and for n = 3 they

are ellipsoids, we call fhe general Q.^ n-dimensional ellipsoids or just

ellipsoids. Our diagrams will illustrate the case of ellipses in R2, which are
symmetric with respect to the coordinate axes (n = 2 and 012 = 031 = 0

in equation 1.1). As we shall see, nothing is lost by visualizing this very
special case.

As A, vades, the Q,^ are all similar and symmetric with respect to the
origin (fig. 1).

Figure 1

The minimization problem for Q, is now equivalent to the question:
how big must \ be to guarantee that the elUpsoid Q.^ contains a non-zero

integer point?
Minkowski first proved the following theorem.
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a) The eUipsoids do not overlap.

Suppose p e E'g n £^,, g ^ g/ (fig. 3). Then p-geE', p- g'^E'

\{{P - 8'} + (g - p)] = ^(8 - 8') € E' .

Therefore

Theorem: If the volume of the ellipsoid E is > 2", then it contains a
non-wro mteger point.

This yielded a new proof of Hermite's theorem and, as we shall see, led |
to far reaching generalizations. We first follow Minkowski's approach to ||
the geometry and delay the applications to quadratic forms.

- Proof: We assume that £ does not contain any non-zerointeger points ||
and show that V(E) $ 2".

Let E' = {E = {^x|x € £}. Then V(£/) = ^1. For each integei; ;|
point g, consider the ellipsoid E'^ = E' + g, which is centered at g (fig. 2).; 1

•a

Figure 3

and, since E' is symmetnc with respect to 0, g - p s E'. Hence the f|
midpoint

2^(g-g'^=g-gfe2E'=E, J,

contradicting the assumption that E has no non-zero integer points.

b) The 'density' of the ellipsoids is ^ 1.

Intuitively, what we are saying is that for a large hypercube C, the rado
of the total volume of the Eg's, with g 6 C, to the volume of C is ^ 1, i.e.

if there are m such E'y's with centers in C, and C is sufficiently large, then

we must show that "^? ^ 1. The problem is that pieces of some of the
ellipsoids stick out of the sides of C and we must prove that the volume of
these pieces is insignificant when C is large.

Now we make these ideas precise. Let N be a positive integer and

C = {x € R"|0 ^ xi <, N}. There are (N + 1)" elUpsoids E' g =
(g\, •• • , 8n) € Z",-with g € C, since there are N + 1 choices for each

integer coordinate with 0 5; g-i <: N. By part a), these ellipsoids do not
overlap and thus their total volume is (N + l)nV(E ).

Since E is bounded, so is E' and therefore E' is contained in some

hypercube, say [x | |xi | < k} (fig. 4). Then all the E',, g e. C, are contained

Figure 4

inthehypercube C' = [x\-k ^ x, ^ N+k], where y(C') = (^+2^)".
Hence

(N+l)nV(E')^(N+2k)n

and
'N+2k\n ^N+2k\n

V(E') ^
N+l
l+2k

N

<
N

1 , as N —> oo .

Therefore V(E') == -^p $ 1 oiV(.E) ^ 2", and the theorem is proved.2"

Minkowski then observed that the only properties of E used in the proof
were the following:
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i) E is convex — A set S c R" is convex if;c, y e S implies that the line

segment xy <= S, where, analytically, ~xy = {kx + ^y\\, /A e R, A.,

/A ^ 0,^+/A = 1}. In fact, we only used the fact that if x, y 6 S,
then ^ (x + y) € S, but this implies convexity (exercise).

ii) E is synunetnc with respect to the origin.

iii) E is bounded — E is contained in a box {(xi,... ,Xn)\ \xi \ < k}, for

some k > 0.

(The techniques for proving that ellipsoids are convex and bounded will
be discussed later.)

Thus Minkowski actually proved the following general theorem:

Minkowski's Theorem: (First form): A bounded convex set C in R", with
center at 0 and volume V(C) > 2", contains a non-zero integer point.

But we really have a stronger result. Ourellipsoids{<3(;q,.. .,Xn) < k}

are open sets (the pre-image of an open set under the continuous .map from

R" to R defined by Q) and our fheorem certainly applies to open convex
set. However, if the interior of a convex set C is not empty, then it is an

open set and also has volume V(C). Hence we have the following.

Minkowski's Theorem: (Second form): A bounded convex set C in R",

with center at 0 an d volume V(C) > 2", contains a non-zero integer point

g in its interior.

Remarks: i) The hypercube \xi \ < 1 of volume 2" doesn't contain any
non-zero integer points, so our constant 2" is best possible.

ii) A convex set with volume < 2" can contain lattice points. If n = 2,

consider the rectangle with sides parallel to the axes, centered at the origin,1

of width k and height ^. By choosing k sufficiently large, we can make the
rectangle contain any preassigned number of lattice points on the x axis.
This example obviously generalizes to any dimension.

Minkowski'sTheorem: (Third form): A bounded convex set C in'Rn, with

center at 0 and volume V(C) >_ 2", contains a non-zero integer point in

its interior or on its boundary.

Proof: Let Ck = (l + {}C,k = 1,2,.... Then V(CA) > 2" and C^,

contains an integer point gw ^ 0. Hence we have a sequence of non-zero

integer points, gw, g{2),. .., which must all lie in 1C. But 2C is bounded

and contains only finitely many integer points. Therefore the sequence'
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takes a constant value g from some point on, and g must be in C or on its

boundary (C, together with its boundary, equals the intersection of all the

Ck).

This type of continuity argument will sometimes be used in our appli-
cations without specific elaboration.

This seemingly innocuous but very pretty theorem would not necessar-

ily impress one as something of great depth. It was Minkowski's genius to
recognize that the implications of this fheorem and the related geometric
ideas went far beyond the application to bounds for quadratic forms; he
made it a working tool for the number theorist. In his hands, the theo-
rem blossomed into an important theory with many applications and led
to the solutions of outstanding unsolved problems. This work also led to

Minkowski's deep contributions to the geometry of convex sets [Min 2].
We shall concentrate on the applications ofMinkowski's theorem and only
mention other developments.

In 1914, H. F. Blichfeldt gave a new proof of Minkowski's Theorem
[Bli] which has led to further research on the geometry of more general
sets. The proof proceeds via a more general theorem.

BUchfeIdt's Theorem: Let M be an bounded set in R" with V{M) > 1.
Then M contains two distinct points x, y such that x— y is a non-zero

integer point (not necessarily in M).

Corollary: Blichfeldt Minkowski (First form).

Proof: Let K e R" be a bounded convex set, centered at the origin,

with V(K) > 2". LetK'= ^K; so V(K') > 1. By BUchfeldt's theorem,
there exist x, y € K' such that g = x — y is a non-zero integer point.

Then 2x, 2y € K and, by symmetry, —2y e K. Hence, by convexity, the

midpoint of 1x and —2y, namely, ^(2x + (—2y)) = x — y, is a non-zero

integer point in K.

Proof of Blichfeldt's theorem: Let A be the hypercube {0 < Xi < 1}
and Ag = A + g, for each integer point g. Since M is bounded, only a

finite number offhe sets Mg = Ag F\ M are non empty and M = UgMg

(fig.5).
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AQ = A +g

Figure 5

If we translate Mg back inside A (i.e., consider Mg - g), then V(Mg -

^)=V(Mg)and

^ V(Mg - g) = ^ V(M,) ^ V(M) > 1 .

Therefore, since Ug(Mg - g) c A and V(A) = 1, two of the sets must I
overlap, and there exist integer points g, g' and a point p such that p €

(Mg - g) n (M,. - g'). Hence

and

x = p+g € Mg and y= p+g' eMg' ,

x-y=g-g'

m

is an mteger point.

Moreover, if M is an open set, then all the other sets in the proof are ||
open; in this case we can choose a p with rational coordinates and then x

and y also have rational coordinates.

3. Minkowski's Theorem for Lattices

LATTICES

Now we can use Minkowski's theorem to attack our original problem of J|
minimizing quadratic forms (sec. 1).

Example: n = 2 — Consider the class of positive definite quadratic forms
Q(x, y) = ax2 + by2, a,b 6 R, a, b > 0, with. determinant D = ab. The

sets [Q < k} are ellipses with area •ks= = -faL. By Minkowsld's theorem,
'ao Dl

if
kn ., . 4 _i
—r >: V or k >_ —£>? ,
Z)2 - - 7T

then there is an integer point (gi, gz) ^ (0, 0) in the interior or on the
boundary of the ellipse; hence Q.(g\, gz) <: k. Refonnulating this, we see

that there exist integers gi , gy,, not both zero, such that

4 i
Q(.gi,gi) ^ -£>2 .

Tt

We thus have a result similar to Hennite's theorem (sec. 1) with (i)

replaced by the weaker bound 1.

We could now study bounds for positive definite quadratic forms in n

variables by computing voluines of elUpsoids, but instead we will refor-
mulate Minkowski's theorem in terms of lattices in R", a generalization of

the two dimensional lattices of section 17.2, in order to reduce the problem

to the study of n-dimensional spheres. This also leads to an easier way of

applying Minkowski's theorem to a variety of number theoretic results.

It is a standard result in linear algebra that a positive definite quadratic
form Q.(x) can be transformed into a sum of squares by a non-singular

linear transformation, y = Ax, of its variables, i.e., there exists an A =

(ctij), aij € R, det(A) 7^ 0, such that

Q/(y)=<2(A-ly)=^y?.

The matrix A maps the set Z" to the set {y = Ax\x
Z" is called the integer lattice.

Z"}. Recall that

Definition: (I) An n-dimensional lattice A is the image of the integer
lattice in R" under a non-singular linear transformation y = Ax. The

points of A are called A-lattice points or, when no confusion can arise,

just lattice points. Thus, e.g., integer points are Z"-lattice points by the

identity transformation.

Since the ellipsoid [Q. < J\.} in x-space is mapped by our matrix A to
the sphere [Q.' == Y^,yf < >.} in y -space, our mmimization problem for Q
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is transformed to the problem of minimizing ^ y? on the lattice A. Thus
the minimization problem for all positive definite Q, of detenninant D is
changed to tfae problem of deciding how big X must be so that the sphere
{^ y2 < A.} contains a point of every lattice corresponding to the Q's.

The problem of minimizing a class of forms over the integer lattice has
now been transformed to the problem of minimizing a single form for a
class of lattices, and we shall see that to solve the latter problem we only
have to compute the volumes of spheres.

First we study lattices and then we generalize Minkowski's theo.rem

from Z" to arbitrary lattices. There are two other equivalent ways of defining

a lattice:

(D) An n-dimensional lattice A is a set of the form

A =Zo;i +•• •+ Zoin = {micfi + • • • + mn0in\mi € Z, cr, € R"}

where a\,..., an are linearly independent over R. The a; can be taken as

the column vectors of the matdx A in our original definition.

(ffl) An n-dimensional lattice A is a discrete subgroup of R". By
discrete we mean that the intersection of A with any bounded subset of the
plane is finite.

Since the proofs of equivalence of definitions I - ffl are basically the
same as those given for the case of two dimensional lattices in section 17.2,

we omit them. For a deeper study of lattices, see Lekkerkerker [LekJ or
Cassels [Cas 4].

A sublattice of a lattice A in R" is a subset of A which is also a lattice
in R" (so, in particular, it contains n points linearly independent over R).

The set {cri,..., cfn} of (II) is called an integral or lattice basis of A.

A has infinitely many such bases and we will study them in a moment.
A = |det(A)| is the determinant of the lattice A : y = Ax; we

shall prove it is independent of the basis chosen for A. Geometrically A
is the volume of the paraUelepiped, T = {m\a\ + •• • + mn0:n|m, € Z,

0 <: m.i <: 1), whose edges are the column vectors 0:1,..., o;n of A. This is

clear since T is the image of the cube {0 ^ x; ^ 1}, of volume one, under

y = Ax and thus V(T) = | det(A)| x V(cube). (T is caUed a fundamental
parallelepiped for A given by the basis a\,..., oin.)

A can also be interpreted as the reciprocal of the "density" of the lattice
A. We give a very brief sketch of this idea.

•.•

Let M be a bounded subset of R" which has a volume and let /(A) =
I A D M\ be the number of A-lattice points in M. Then we claim that

d = Urn nxM)
^-Too V(\M)

exists and is independent of M; d is the density of A. First we note that
by the map y = Ax, \M in y-space corresponds to the set A--l(^M) in

.(-space, with volume V(^M), and lattice points in AM correspond to integer

points in A-1(XM). Therefore f(^.M) is the number of integer points in
A-l (A.M) which, as y\, gets large, is approximately y(^ ) (the proof of this is
similar to our density argument in the first proof ofMinkowski's theorem).
Hence lim^oo V^M) = •^; soAhas a density, and A = ^ is independent
of the basis.

CHANGE OF BASIS

Now we give a more rigorous proof that A is independent of the basis
by studying how to change bases.

Let {o;i,..., an} and {^\,..., ^n} be bases of A. Then A is given by

{y == Ax] = {y = Bx], where A (resp. B) is the matrix with column
vectors oti (resp. Ri). Since every /3 is an integral linear combination of

the cr's, we have ^ = ^,. aipik, for some ^>,i: 6 Z, and thus B = AP,

where P = (pij~) is an integral matrix (p,j € Z). Similarly A == BQ,
for some integral matrix Q.. Therefore A == APQ and, since det(A) 7^ 0,
PQ = /. But det(P) = ^gy and det(P), det(Q) are integers. Hence
det(P) = det(Q) = ±1 and we have

Theorem: If the columns of A and B are bases for the lattice A, then

B = AP, where P is a unimodular matrix (integral with determinant

±1).

Corollary: A is independent of the basis chosen for A.

Proof: B=AP =^ [det(5)[=|det(A)||det(P)|=|det(A)|.

The converse of the last theorem is also tme.

Theorem: If the columns of A are a basis for A and P is unimodular, then

the. columns of B = AP are a basis for A.

Proof: (exercise — this follows from the fact that the inverse of a
unimodular matrix is unimodular, which is proved by using the fonnula for
the inverse of a matrix in terms of cofactors.)
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MlNKOWSKI'S THEOREM REFORMULATED

Let A : y = AJC be a lattice of determinant A. Then A defines a linear
transformation from R" to R(I (as we did before, we think of A as a map

from x-space with integer points to y-space with A-points). Let K be a
bounded, convex set in y-space, centered at the origin, with V(^K) > 2"A.

Then A~1K is a bounded, convex set in x-space, centered at the origin, with

y(A~ K) > 2" (a linear transformation preserves convexity, symmetry
and boundedness). By Minkowski's theorem, A~^K contains a non-zero

integer point g, and thus the A-point Ag is in K. Hence we have

Mmkowski's Theorem for Lattices:
1) A bounded convex set K centered at the origin with V(K) > 2" A

contains a non-zero lattice point of every lattice of determinant A.

2) Similarly, if V{K) >: 2" A, then there is a non-zero lattice point in
K or on its boundary.

This form of the theorem suggested new questions to Minkowski. A
lattice A is said to be admissible for a bounded symmetric convex set K if
there are no non-zero A- points in K. Minkowski's theorem tells us

det (admissible lattice for K) S vw
2" (D

A (K), the critical determinant of K, is the greatest lower bound ofdet(A),
taken over all admissible lattices for K. An admissible lattice A for K with
det(A) = A (K) is a critical lattice for A". For a given convex .K" (and for
more general non-convex sets), the exact evaluation of A(-K') and finding a

critical lattice are central problems of the geometry of numbers, with strong
number theoretic consequences. We do not pursue this theme here but refer

to [Cas 4] and [Lek].

4. Back to Quadradc Forms

As described at the beginning of the last section, the problem of minimizing
all positive definite quadratic forms <2(^i,... ,Xn) of determinant D over

the integer lattice is changed to the problem of deciding how big \ must be
so that the sphere {^ y? < A} contains a point of every lattice A : y = Ax,
for which A transforms a Q to ^ y?.

By Minkowski's theorem for lattices, we need two pieces of informa-

tion: (i) the volume of {^,=1,1 yf < >.} and (ii) the determinant of A.

.•.a

(i) Let S^ = {Y, yf < A}. A point y sadsfies ^ y? < 1 if and only if
VI ^satisfies" E(-s/Iy,)2 == ^Ey? < ^ Hence ^ = yi5il and

V(^)=^V(S?).But

V(^) =
nY

where r is the gamma function (see Siegel [Sie 5, pp. 25 - 26]).

(ii) If y = Ax, with det(A) = A, transforms Q to Y,v], i.e-> Sy? =
S(A-1 y), then it is known from linear algebra [Bor - Sha, supplement

A] that

det (^y?) = det(<2). (det(x = A-ly))2 ;

thus

and

1 = D • (A-1)2

det(A) == A = DS .
s. a.

A.in-2
Hence we have V^) ^ 2"A = 2"Z)i, if ^Jy S 2"Ds or

^lfr(/l+1
~ it \ \ ' n

D~'

By Minkowski's theorem for lattices, this means that every lattice of

determinant D 2 contains a non-zero lattice point y such that

I>?^fl+1^'Jl ~ jr \~ \ ' n
D'n .

Transforming back to jc-space, we have

Theorem(Minkowski): A positive definite quadratic form Q inn variables
with real coefficients and determinant D assumes a value

Qws^l+^ D^

for some non-zero integer point x.
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The constant in Hermite's theorem (sec. 1) was (l)-r. Minkowski's
is better for n > 4.

5. Sums of Two and Four Squares

In section 12.6, we proved

Theorem: A prime p =. 1 (mod 4) is the sum. of two integer squares, i.e.,

p = \\ + /lj, for some /\.i, ^ € Z,

and then generalized this to decide which positive integers are the sum of
two squares.

Now we give a geometric proof of this theorem as a prototype for the
corresponding theorem about four squares.

Proof: (i) For the moment, we assume that there exists a sublattice A

of the integer lattice in R2, with det(A) = p, such that

y?+^=0(modp) ,

forall(yi,y2)inA.

(ii) The circle y^+yj < 2p has area

4jrp2 > 4p =4 . det(A) ,

and thus, by Minkowski's theorem for lattices, there is a A point (X i, ^2) ^
(0, 0) in the circle. Therefore we have

0 < ^ + X| < 2p

as well as

^+^=0(modp).
Since \\ + \^ is a multiple of p which is strictly between 0 and Ip, it must
equal p.

Now we construct A and then we are done. For any integer u, let An
be the lattice

yi = pxi + ux-i

yz= X2 ,

where (xi, xz) e Z2; then det(A») = p. Since yi = ^^(modp), we have

y?+yi==(M2+l)yj(modp),
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B.I"

for all (yi, y^) € Ay. Since p == l(mod4), —1 is a quadratic residue
modular and there is an integerw such that w2+l = O(modp). Therefore

A = Ay, is the desired lattice.

Now we use the same idea to prove

Theorem: (Lagrange): Every positive integer m is the sum of four integer
squares,

m = ~k\ + AJ + \\ + ^ , ^, e Z .

As in the case of two squares, we can reduce the proof of the theorem to

the result for primes by noting that if two integers are each the sum of four
squares, then so is their product. This follows from the algebraic identity

(x\ + x^ + xj + xj) (y? + yj + yj + y^)
= (xiyi - x-i-y-i - X3Y3 - x^y^)2 + (xiy^ + x-iyi + x^ - x^)2

+ (.XIY3 - X2V4 + X3yi + X4V2) + (^4 + X2V3 - X^z + ^yi)2 .

Just as the analogous identity for sums of two squares expresses the
multiplicative property of the norm (absolute value) for complex numbers,
this identity expresses the multiplicative property of the norm for the quater-
nions [Har-Wri].

Now we prove

Theorem (Lagrange): Every prime p is the sum of four integer squares,

p = ^ + ^J + A.J + ^ , X, 6 Z ,

Proof: (i) For fhe moment, we assume there exists a sublattice A of the
integer lattice in R4, with det(A) = p2, such that

y2i+yl+yl+yl=0(modp),

forall(.yi,y2,y3,y4)inA.

(ii) From section 4, we know that the solid sphere S^ = {y^ + yj +

yj + yt < 2P} has volume

^2(2p)2 == 2p27T2 > 24/92 = 24 . det(A) ,
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and fhus, by Minkowski's theorem for latdces, there is a non-zero A-point

(Xl, ^2, ^.3 > ^-4) in this sphere. Therefore we have

0<^+^|+^+^<2p

as well as

-^ + J\.j + A.J + ^ = 0(mod p).

Since ^ + ^i + >\.j + A,| is a multiple of p which is strictly between 0 and
Ip, it must equal p, i.e., p = \\ + ^.j + ^j + ^.

Now we constmct A and then we are done. For any integers u, v, let

Au.u be the lattice

yi = + x3

V2= + X4

ys =px\ + ux-s + VX4.

YA = PXI — VX^, + UX4 ,

where (x\, xz, X3, x^) 6 Z4; then det(Au,u) = p2. A direct computation,

which can be simplified by noting that ^3 =. uy\ + vyz(m.od p) and 34 =
—vyi + uy-i(modp), yields

y? + vl + vl + vl = ("2 + v2 + i)(y? + yj) (mod p),

for all (yi, yz, y3, y4) 6 Au,u. If we can find integers t, w such that t2 +.

w2 + 1 = 0(mod p), then A == A(,iu is the required lattice.

By Chevally's theorem (see. 9.6), x2 +y2 + z2 = 0(mod p) has a non-
zero solution (a, b, c)(mod p); say c ^ 0(mod p). Then c-l exists modulo
pand(ac-l)2+(&c-l)2+l =0(modp). Setting t = ac~l and w = &c-1,

we have t2 +w2 + 1 = 0(mod j?) and we are done.

There is also a quick direct proof of this last result. If p = 2, then
12+02+l=0(mod2).Ifpisoddthen{M2|O^M^ j}and{-l-v2 |0 ^

i> <: i} are sets of E^- integers such that the elements of each set are not
congment modulo p. But there are only p congruence classes modulo p;

so there is an integer s congment to an integer of each set, i.e., there are

t, w such that t2 =s = -1 - w2(mod p~) or t1 +w2 + 1 = 0(mod p).

There is a common technique behind the proofs of the two and four
square theorem, namely, if we take the integer lattice Z" and impose m

homogeneous linear congruence conditions on the coordinates modulo

a-aa

ISh.
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k\,... ,kn respectively, then the set of integer points satisfying these con-

ditions is a sublattice of determinant ^ k\k-i • • • kn. Thus for the two square

theorem we set y\ == uy^ (mod p) to get the lattices Ay. For the four square

theorem, we set ^3 = uy\ + vy^modp) and ^4 = —uyi + uyzCmodp).

This technique can also be used to prove Legendre's theorem, which
yields an algorithm for deciding if a conic contains a point with rational
coordinates (sec. 18.3 and [Cas 4, sec. ffl.7] ). However, although we

can prove three important theorems using this technique, it has not yet

proved capable of yielding more general theorems on the representation of

integers by quadratic forms. Thus, for now, it remains a special trick and

not a general method.

6. Linear Forms

Minkowski Grafted the geometry of numbers into a valuable tool for number
theorists. After applying the theory to quadratic forms, he then applied his
fundamental theorem to systems of linear forms yielding basic results in

algebraic number theory such as Dirichlet's characterization of units in a
number field and the finiteness of the class number (see [Hec]). More
importantly, he proved a conjecture of Kronecker on 'discriminants' of

number fields, which we shall treat in the next section. First we discuss
linear forms.

The box, B = {|yi| < Ai,..., \yn\ < ^n], is a convex set in R"

symmetnc about the origin, with V(B) = 1n'k\ • • •/„. This is intuitive

when viewed geometrically and not difficult to prove directly (exercise).
We shall provide a general method of proving such results in section 8.

By Minkowski theorem for lattices (sec. 3), a lattice A of determinant
A has a point inside the box if

i.e.,

2%...^ >2"A,

y\.l •• -\n > A .

Thus, recalling that a lattice, A : y = Ax, is given by linear forms in xi,

we have

Minkowski's Linear Form Theorem: Ify = Ax, A = (a;-;), ay 6 R,

A = | det(A)| ^ 0, and if ^\,..., A.n > 0 satisfy Ai • • • Xn > A, f/ien fAere
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is a non-zero integer point (x\,..., Xn) such that

|yi| <>.!,...,\yn\ <^n ,

i.e.,

\ai\x\ 4- a.i'iXz +• • • + ainXn\ < A, , for all i.

If J\.l • • • ^.n ^ A, the result holds with |y, | < A,, replaced by |y, | ^ Xi,

for all i. However, we can do a little more.

Corollary: If\\ • • • \n = A, then there is a non-zero integer point such

that

lyil ^i,|y2l < ^-2,... ,\Yn\ <^n ,

and similarly for any other X;.

Proof: Apply the second form of Minkowski's theorem (sec.2) to the
box {|yi| < (1 + e)Ai, lyzl < ^2,..., lyj < ^J and let e -> 0. This is
the same continuity argument used to prove the third form of Minkowski's
theorem (sec. 2).

Example: Diophantine Approximation — In sections 4.8 and 21.2, we

proved Lagrange's theorem, viz., that for a irrational, there are infinitely

many distinct rational solutions £ of a - ^ < -^-. Now we give yet

another proof using the linear forms theorem.

Proof: Let
yi = xi - ax-i

Y2 = Xz ;

thus A = 1. Let ^.i = ^ and ^.2 = k; so ^2 = 1. By the corollary, there

is an integer point (xi, xz) ^- (0, 0) such that

[.el -ajczl < 7

|x2| ^ ^ .

Now if we let A; = 1, 2,..., there are infinitely many integer solutions to the

pair of inequalities; otherwisejxi — ax^\ > k' for some k and x\, x^ e. Z,

contradicting |xi - axz\ < ^ for k sufficiently large. Furthermore, if ^2
takes any fixed value, say m, there are only finitely many integer solutions,

••us

1
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since only finitely many integers x\ can satisfy \x\ — am \ < 1 ( or ^ ^).

Hence there is a sequence (x[ \ x^)), (^i(2), x^2)) ,..., with ^') —r oo,

such that

X.

£
.(0

—a
.(0

1^ w2 •

Since x{^ oo, there are infinitely many distinct rationals among the -^
xi

and we are done.

Minkowski also derived the theory of continued fractions (and the as-
sociated theory of indefinite binary quadratic forms) geometrically with
the linear form theorem (see [Min 1]). Starting with Klein's interpretation
of continued fractions in terms of lattice points in the plane (sec. 4.7), he
made a detailed study of the distribution of lattice points on the boundaries
of rectangles whose sides are defined by the linear forms \ax + by\ = k\
'and \cx + dy \ = ky.. Minkowski expressed considerable pleasure about his

proof of periodicity for quadratic irrationalities, which he regarded as the
most natural proof of this theorem. This geometric approach was also the

basis of Minkowski's generalization of continued fractions [Min 2].

7. Sums and Products of Linear Forms; The Octahedron

The set

^=1Eiy'i<^

is a bounded convex set in R", symmetric with respect to the origin (see

the next section for a method of proof). For n = 1, we have a square

(fig. 6), and for n = 3, an octahedron. For general n, we also call K the

(generalized) octahedron. To find its volume, note that the octahedron

consists of 2" congruent pieces, one in each octant. The volume of the

piece in the positive octant (all y, > 0) is

.1 /<l-yi ^-y\——yni-yi r\.-y\——yn

" I I ••• j dy.dy:
'0 JO JO

\n
•dyn = ~7;

n\
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Figure 6

hence V(K) = 2"-^. Ifalattice A, with determinant A, satisfies

xn
2"—^2"A or A^(n!A)^,

n!

then K contains a non-zero point of A. Thus, by Minkowski's theorem for

lattices, we have

Theorem (Sums of Linear Forms): If y =- Ax, A = (ay),ay 6 R,

A = | det(A)| ^ 0, then there exists a non-zero integer point (;q, ...., Xn)

such that

\yi\+---+\yn\ ^ (n'A); .

Example: For n = 2, the theorem guarantees the existence of a non-zero

integer point (x\, x-^) satisfying

\axi + bx-i\ + |cxi +^2! ^ v/2A ,

where A = \ad—bc\ ^ 0. As Siegel points out [Sie 5], the case a = v/7,
b = V6, c = •v/T5, rf = v/13 shows that this is a non trivial result.

Products of linear forms can be reduced to sums by means of the in-

equality for the arithmetic and geometric means, namely,

\yr--yn\7- ^ -(lyil+---+|y«l)

or

lyr-'yj ^ ^(lyil+---+lyJ)".
n"
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B?
•Hi;

•B:

Applying the last theorem, we now have

Theorem (Products of Linear Forms): Under the same assumptions as

in the last theorem, there is a non-zero integer points (x-i, ..., Xn)such that

\y\---yn\ ^
n!A

n"

Example: Discriminants ofAlgebraic Number Fields —As we mentioned
earlier, Minkowski used the geometry of numbers to prove a conjecture of

Kronecker, viz.,

the 'discriminant' of a number field (^ Q) is greater than one.

We defined the notions needed to understand this result in the context of
quadratic fields (chapters 16 and 17), where the result is trivial (sec. 17.8).
Now we quickly review the basic ideas needed to understand the general
conjecture and prove a special case ofMinkowski's result.

A complex number 6 is an algebraic number (of degree n) if it is
the root of an irreducible polynomial ^^ aix1, with integer coefficients. If
a.n = 1, 0 is an algebraic integer. An algebraic number field K (or just

number field) is a subfield of C which is a finite extension of the rationals,

i.e., n = deg(7^/Q) < oo.

Every number field K of degree n over Q is generated by an algebraic
number 6 of degree n, in the sense that

K = Q(6>) ={uo+u^0+---+ Un^en-l\Ui € Q} ,

i.e., if co 6 K, then a> = q(Q), for some q(x) e QM, deg q -^ n. If p(x)

is the irreducible equation for 9, with roots 6>(0) = 6>, 6ia),..., 6>("-1) (the

conjugates of 0), then CDW = Q) = q(0~), CDW = q(9m),..., &)("-1) =

q (9 ("~1)) are the conjugates of co in K (they are independent of the choice
of which element generates K).

IK, the set of algebraic integers of K, is a ring with an integral basis,
i.e., there exist &>o,..., &»n_i € IK such that

n-1

IK •= \^ViWi\Vi €Z]

16
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With this basis, let a>^\ j = 0, ...,n — 1, be the n conjugates of Wi,

with <y() = a>i, and consider the linear forms

^=X^W+...+Xn^\

- ^=X^)+...+Xn^\

^-1)=^"-1)+...+^-1<"_-11).

The discriminant of K is defined by dg = [det(&»°))]2. The following

properties will prove useful:

(i) dfc is anon-zero rational integer, independent of the choice of integral
basis,

(ii) if A" = Q(0) is totally real (0 and all its conjugates are real) then ds
is a positive integer,

(iii) the product ^(0) • • • ^("~1) isa non-zero integer for any non-zero integer

point (xo,..., Xn-i).

Now we prove Kronecker's conjecture for totally real fields by finding

a lower bound for dy,. The proof for all number fields, given in [Min 1]
and [Rib], is not much harder.

By the theorem for products of linear forms applied to the ^(I), with
A = v/%-, there exists a non-zero integer point (XQ, ..., Xn-\) such that

^•••^ ("-1)1 n\^/dK

n"

By (iii), the left hand side is a positive integer and therefore greater than

or equal to one. Hence 1 ^ nK or ds >. (^r) , and rfs- > 1 for

n>l(K^Q).

Corollary: The discriminant of a totally real number field K(^ Q) is
divisible by at least one rational prime.

This has the same significance for general number fields as in the
quadratic case (see. 17.6,17.12), namely, the existence of 'ramified primes' .

It should be noted that the only known general construction for finding
n linear forms whose product is not very small is by taking a form, whose

a

KB
m.

1

•&

•E:

•B;VikH

BK

coef&cients are in a number field, and constructing the other forms by taking
conjugates, as in our example.

8. Gauge Functions; The Equation of a Convex Body

Minkowski introduced the gauge function of a convex set which provides

an analytic description of the set. By characterizing which functions are

gauge functions, he also produced a general procedure which can often

be used to prove that a set is convex. The gauge function also provides a

direct way of stating our arithmetic results on minimization of functions

(or sets of functions) over integer points, instead of having to translate from
geometry to arithmetic. As before, this new point of view leads to yet
another formulation of Minkowski's theorem and to new generalizations.

We shall only consider convex bodies, i.e., bounded open convex sets

containing the origin (warning: there is some variation in this terminology
among other authors). Since the interior of a convex set is an open convex

set, this is not a real restriction. 3B will denote the boundary of B.

Let 5 be a convex body'in R". The gauge function of B is a function

/ : R" —f- [0, oo) defined as follows:

(i) /(O) = 0,
• (ii) for x -^ 0, f(x) = •|1£|-, where x/ is the intersection of the ray from 0

to x with the boundary of B (fig. 7), and

length of y=(yi,...,y«).

,/

B x

x
3B

^~-\/'B

0

Figure 7
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Equivalently, ifx= fix', p, > 0,x' 6 95, then f(x) = /z. Note that

(a) f(x) < 1 <^ x € 5,

(b) f(x) =1 ^=^ xeQB,

(c) f(x) ^ 1 -^=> xeB,

where B = 5 U 3 B, the closure of B.

Thus (a) can be regarded as an equation (or, more precisely, an inequal-

ity) for B and (b) is an equation for the boundary.
The gauge function measures the distance from 0 to x with ||x'|| as the

unit. If we set p(x, y) = \\x — y\\, then p is a metric on R". These metrics

are a special class of the so called 'projective metrics', and the 'Minkowski

geometry' induced by them is studied in Busemann and Kelly [Bus - Kel].

Theorem: If B is a convex body with gauge function f(x), then

(i) f(x')>0forx^0,f(ft)=0,

(ii) f(\x) = Xf(x).forX e R, \ ^ 0,

(iii) /(x+y)^/W+/(y).

Moreover f is continuous.

Proof: (i) follows immediately from the definition of /. To prove (ii),
suppose that x = IJLX', /M > 0, x' 6 95; so f(x) = /A. Then f(\x) =

f(^x') =^= V(x).
The triangle inequality (iii) takes more work. If x or y is 0, then it is

obvious. Otherwise, we normalize by considering x' = j^, y' = -^-j; so

f(x') = f(y')'= 1 and x', y' 6 95. Since B is convex (we assume this),

we have

f(rx'+sy')^l, (1)

for any real r and s satisfying r, s > 0 and r +s = 1. Setting r = f^fwf,

and s = f^wf(y) in (1), we have

x+y

fW+fW

/ ^1
1

fW+f(y)}-^ • \(/(x)+/(y)

f(x + y) ^ f(x) + f(y) .

f(.x + y) $ 1

The continuity follows from properties (i) - (iii) and will be proved as
part of the next theorem.

n

Symmetry is incorporated into the gauge function by

Proposition: B is symmetric ^==^ f is an even function (f(x) = f(—x)).

-x == ).(,-x'), -x € B (byProof:
symmetry)

) X = \X',X' € 9B

f{x) = f(-x) == )..

=) x 6 B fw < 1 f(-x) = f(x) < 1 —X €

B.

Exercises: (I) Let 5 be the square in R2, centered at the origin with sides
of length 2 parallel to the axes. Show that the gauge function of B is
f(x) = max{|;q|, \xy,\}, where x = (;q, .cz)- Find the gauge function for

the general box {|xi| < ^,1, \xy,\ < ^}.
x? xl

(D) Let B be the interior of the ellipse ^? + ^i = 1. Show that the

gauge function f(x) =

;: The general idea for finding a gauge function of a convex body B is to
find an equation for the boundary of B of the form g(x) = 1 and then, if
necessary, fiddle with g to make it homogeneous (i.e., to satisfy part (ii) of

X? XL.
the theorem). Thus in exercise (IT), we have g(x) = ^ + ^ and taking the

square root makes it homogeneous. ^g(x) clearly satisfies part (i) of the
theorem, but it is still necessary to verify (iii), the triangle inequality.

In many of our earlier applications we proceeded in the opposite direc-

ti.on, beginning with a function f and assuming that the set {/ < y\.} is a
convex body. The convexity can often be proved by the converse to the last

theorem.

Theorem: If a function f : R" —>• [0, oo) satisfies

;(i) f(x) > 0 for x ^0, /(O) = 0,

(ii) f(kx) = \f{x),for\ € R, \ ^ 0,

(iii) f(x+y)^f(x)+f(y),

th^n f is continuous, B = [x\f(x) < 1} is a convex body, and f is the
gauge function of B.

Proof: 1) / is continuous — First we prove continuity at 0. If e\ =

(1,0,..., 0), ...,£„= (0,... ,0,1) denote the unit vectors, then every x
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in R" can be written in the form

n n

^=^;e,.=^;K±e,).
1

z^i
1

Hence, by (i) - (iii),

o^ f(x) ^ ^ /(I^K±^)> = F; IW(±e,).

Therefore, as x -> 0, |A( [ —>- 0, f(x) -^ 0 = /(O), and / is continuous at

0.

To prove continuity at x -^ 0, we write x = (x + y) + (—y), for any

y ^ 0. Then f(x) ^ f(x + y) + /(-y) or -f(-y) ^ f(x + y) - f(x).
From f(x + y) $ f(x) + f(y), we have f(x + y) - f(x) ^ f(y).
Combining these inequalities, we have

-f(-y)^f(x+y)-f(x)^f(y).

By continuity at 0, ]imy^of(y) = limy-^o f(-y) = 0 and thus / is
continuous at x.

2) B is open since it is the pre-image of an open set under the continuous

map /.

3)B is convex—Let x, y € B; so /(;c) < 1, /(y) < 1. For >., /z > 0,

X+ /A = 1, we have /(^ + ^) $ /(^) + /(w) = \f(x) + /z/(y) <
X +/A = 1. Hence \x + f^y 6 B and 5 is convex.

4) B is bounded — Assume B is unbounded. Then there exists a
sequence of points in B, say XQ, xi,..., such that

f(Xn) < land\\Xn\\

Let In = TT—ir. Then as n -> oo,
I'M

f(.Xn)
f(^nXn) = — <

oo, as n 00 .

0.

But H^nXnl] = 1 and thus \nXn lies on the unit sphere in R", which is a

compact set. Since / is a continuous function on a compact set, it attains

a minimum f(x') at some point x' on the set and, by (i), /(x/) > 0. This
contradicts f(>.nXn) -> 0.

5) / is the gauge function of B (exercise).

Y'l

•K

iff

1

•EtVSv
9BV.

Exercise: Show that f(x) = ("^ \Xi\r)~r, x € R", r > 1, is an even gauge

function. The triangle inequality is known as the Minkowski inequality
(see [Sie 5] or [Har - Lit - Pol] ) and this setting is probably the reason
Minkowski studied this inequality. If

r = 1, we have the generalized octahedron,

r = 2, we have the ellipsoid,

r —> oo, we have the square box (all sides equal — why?).

Why does the convexity of the square box imply the convexity of any box?

Now we reformulate Minkowski's fundamental theorem for a symmet-

lie convex body B in R" with gauge function /. For any x e. 9(^.5),
'f(x) = \. First we choose \ small enough so that \B doesn't contain any

non-zero integer points. Then we increase ^ until XB contains an integer

point on its boundary and none (9^ 0) inside; suppose this occurs at A, = {JL.

Then, since /(9(A5)) is an increasing function of A, we have

/z=Min/(^) ,

where the minimum is over all non-zero integer points g. Thus we have

shown that the minimum is actually achieved at an integer point. We call
[i the first minimum of f (or B). Since V(XB) = )nV(B), we have

Minkowski's Theorem:

a) (geometric form) If B is a bounded symmetric convex body in R"
centered at the origin, and fi is its first minimum, then

fMnV (5)^2" .

b) (arithmetic form) If f : R" —^ [0, oo) is a function satisfying the con-
ditions of the last theorem, then both the volume V(B) of B = [x\f(x) <
1} and the minimum ju, of f over all non-zero integer points exist, and

linV(B) <, V.

i;; The same reformulation can be earned out for convex bodies with re-

spect to any lattice L of determinant A. We define the first minimum IJLL

of B (with respect to L) in a similar way and ^ is the minimum of / over
all non-zero points of L. Then Minkowski's theorem for lattices becomes

ljn^V(B) ^ 2" A and there is a similar arithmetic form.
Minkowski's theorem allows us to state our arithmetic theorems di-

rectly, since bounds on the first minimum have always been our arithmetic
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objective. For example, in the theorem on sums of linear forms (sec. 7), L

is given by y = Ax, f(y) = ^ [y,|, the volume of B = {y\f(y) < 1) is

5,andthus/^(^)"=(n!A);.

9. Successive Minima

The formulation of Minkowski's theorem as presented in the last section

leads to a natural generalization, which was also given by Minkowski.
Let / be an even gauge function defined on R" and B = [x\f(x) <

1} the corresponding symmetnc convex body. We have defined the first
minimum of B; for the moment we denote it by cri. Let g(-l') be an integer

point in 9(a;iJ3). Suppose there are a maximum of k\ integer points on

9(oii5), say gw,..., g(k}\ which are linearly independent over R (the

choice is not necessarily unique); so their / values are all ai. Now let
X increase from a\ until 9(^5) contains an integer point independent of

say for ^. = crz. Choose a maximum number of integerg (D yW
points on 9(azB), say g ?i+l) ^2) , so that g (D gW are.linearly

independent; the / values of the new points are all a^ . Continue this process

by again letting X increase from a-i and so on. Since, for \ sufficiently large,

\B will contains n lineariy independent vectors, our process must stop
with the selection of n independent integer points gm,.
/A; = f(g{i)), we have, by our construction,

/AI <:^<- ••• ^.P-n-

gw. Setting

The fZi are called the successive minima of'B (/AI is the first minimum).

Minkowski's Theorem for Successive Minima: If fzi,..., /Jin are the

successive minima of the symmetric convex body B, then

/Al/^2 ••• l-^nV(B) ^ 2" .

This result is considerably stronger than the basic Minkowski theorem,
/^V(5) ^ 2", and has correspondingly stronger arithmetic implications
(see [Min I], [Cas 4] and [Lek]).

We shaU not prove the theorem. Minkowski's original proof [Min 1]
is quite difficult. Weyl [Wey 4] and Davenport [Dav 4] later gave simpler
proofs, but the theorem remains quite deep. Siegel [Sie 5] gives a proof,
together with a nice discussion as to why the obvious approach to such a
proof doesn't work.
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I

10. Other Directions

We have presented the genesis, proof and many applications of Minkow-

ski's fundamental theorem. Under his brilliant hand these results led to a
general theory earned on in the 20th century by such luminaries as MordeU,

Weyl, Mahler and Davenport. The theory now includes deeper studies of
quadratic forms (including indefinite fomis), Mordell's generalizations to
non convex sets, packings of R" by convex sets and applications to Dio-

phantine approximation, where, e.g., it plays an important role in Schmidt's

generalization of the Thue-Siegel-Roth theorem (chap. 21).
Siegel's lectures [Sie 5] provides a good introduction, as well as some

of the deeper results on reduction of forms. The books by Cassels' [Cas

4] and Lekkerkerker [Lek] provide comprehensive treatments with exhaus-
tive bibliographies. Minkowski [Min 1] is quite difficult but his more

elementary "Diophandsche Approximationen" [Min 3] is somewhat more
readable and a rich source of the ideas and conjectures which have guided
the development of the field. Hancock [Han] gives English translations of

: substantial parts of]Minkowski's books and papers (without explicitly say-
ing so). Unfortunately, his confusing commentaries are often interweaved

into Minkowski's text.


